Abstract-This paper presents in a unified way, the various strategies of optimal sensor placement for condition monitoring during discrete parts manufacturing. The objective of this paper, is to survey the current state of optimal sensor layout with two modules: sensor optimized layout for single target and sensor placement strategy under multi-targets and multimonitoring requirements. Each approach is outlined. Finally, the recommendations and challenges faced by industry and academia are discussed and several principle conclusions are drawn.
INTRODUCTION
The condition monitoring of manufacturing process is particularly important for improving the utilization ratio of machine tools, reducing the maintenance cost [1, 2] , and ensuring the stability of product quality [3, 4] . Condition monitoring in manufacturing process is to check and identify the function of operating equipment or parts. That is through analysis and processing the sensor data, then extracts feature related information to judge whether running condition has degradation sign, predict the degradation trend, confirm the wear degree [5, 6] . Condition monitoring in manufacturing processes is mainly to measure and assess some key parameters effectively [7, 8] , which involves multi-sensor system inevitably. The intensive data provided by Sensor Network with different types, quantity, layout shows comprehensive description for dynamic change of manufacturing process state [1] . However, in the complex manufacturing system, sensor gather information is restricted by many aspects, such as the characteristics of itself, fault characteristics, processing technology, the layout of sensor and so on. Enough valuable information from sensor is benefit to improve the monitoring capability of system, but unplanned layout of sensor can not only increase the cost, but also reduce the monitoring and diagnosis efficiency [3] . In practice, redundant layout of sensor can not improve the monitoring ability, the system optimization target values has a maximum value with the increase of sensor quantity [9] , as shown in figure 1.1. In addition, the redundant sensor arrangement can reduce the loss of information effectively, but the vast amounts of data transmission not only need higher bandwidth, but also greatly increase the cost of data analysis and processing, which will especially true in the remote diagnosis and the wireless sensor network [10] .Therefore, the optimization sensor of layout , the type and the number in sensor system is very important.
For the diversity and complexity of the manufacturing system, and multiple layout algorithm of sensor, it will be not easy to optimize sensor layout. In order to know the sensor optimized layout technology at home and abroad, the research provides a detailed summary from the singularity and diversity of optimization objective. 
II. OPTIMAL SENSOR LAYOUT WITH SINGLE TARGET
Sensor deployment problem generally consists of four aspects, as illustrated in Fig. 2 . This integer combinatorial optimization problem is built on the three types of sensor optimization problems [11] , which is usually an NP-hard problem. Therefore, computational intelligence plays an important role in solving such a problem. To this end, extensive and in-depth study is carried out by domestic and foreign scholars to optimize sensor layout for condition monitoring during manufacture [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] . Sensor FIGURE II. PROCESS OF SOLVING THE OPTIMAL SENSOR PLACEMENT PROBLEM [21] .
Based on the CAD data from the assembly process, Khan [12, 22, 23] maximize the diagnosis vector model of the smallest single clamping apparatus to enhance the diagnosticability of multiple clamping apparatus fault during the stamped parts assembling process. Based on the digraph theory, Bhushan [13, 24, 25] put forward a optimal layout on the fault monitoring system reliability maximization, which use the least price as the constraint condition to maximize the system reliability, But it only considers single-purpose optimization. Nof [14, 26] raise an economic principle of sensor optimal layout to realize the automation and quality control during the manufacturing processes, from which we get a general design criterion to optimize layout of sensor system. Liu [15, 16] use improved exchange algorithm and GA-oriented data mining algorithms to maximize sensitivity performance index during the sensor optimal layout, respectively, but which only consider the same type sensor. Li [17, 20, 27] minimize system costs and meet diagnostic constraints by turning the problem of sensors arrangement to sensor coverage. Cao [18] build nonlinear bearing model based on Jones' bearing theory, and increase the reliability of bearing fault diagnosis by optimizing sensor layout. Different with the method of diagnosing production error flow between the manufacture multi-station, BellanNebot [19] using the effective independence method for singlestation fixture layout, but the initial layout of sensor depend on prior knowledge and can only meet the minimal optimization of sensor quantity. Different with the above sensor optimized layouts meeting the diagnosticability target, Liu [20, 27, 28] put forward a targetoriented sensor layout strategy used for mean-shift monitoring and diagnosing, which build the causal relationship between a set of variables in distributed network based on BN，meeting the minimum cost in different ARL constraints and recognize the root cause in manufacturing process by partial sensor information. but it is single target optimization: the total price of minimum sensor layout.
In conclusion, the single-target optimal layout of sensor has been applied wildly for its Flexible form, but state dependent relation in manufacturing system, the single optimal target can hardly meet the monitoring requirement. Soit is necessary to conduct the deep study of sensor layout under the multi-target and multi-monitor condition [29] .
III. SENSOR PLACEMENT STRATEGY WIHT MULTITARGET
The fault identification ability of diagnosis system (fault isolation) or using the symptoms set represent the right degree of fault behavior (fault recognition), which can be used to evaluate the performance of the sensor layout as well. The spatial layout of sensor will be the only factor affecting the sensor network diagnostic performance under certain conditions, for example the same performance parameters conditions of sensor, the changeless of sensor types. Compared to the terminal detection and single fixture sensors layout based on the traditional discrete manufacturing process, the distributed multi-directional sensors layout based on discrete manufacturing system exhibits its features [12] , which has been got more and more attention. Figure 3 shows the differences and connections among the three layouts.
In general, there are numerous working steps and stations during the production process of products, so the monitoring reliability of which relay on the ability acquiring abnormal condition of distributed sensor [23] . The reliability of sensor detection system has different standards according different object, such as diagnosability, observability, uncertainty and so on. Yu [3, 30, 31] propose a sensor layout method used for the multi-station assemble process. By building the state space model to fuse the sensor data, and then confirming the layout and quantity of sensor with a back propagation algorithm, which use the error propagation among station and error diagnosability in single-station as the indicators of sensor network performance For the partial observed discrete event systems, Jing [32] raise a methods used to select the set of sensor optimizations, Which can provide sufficient information and meet the observability of smallest event. The method uses a bottom-up and top-down algorithm meeting polynomial complexity to optimize the set of sensor. But there are no concrete facts in industrial application. Sun [33] research the impact of optimal sensor layout on the diagnosability of multistation manufacturing systems, defining the detectability, locatability, isolation as the three indicates, providing the twostep strategies of error propagation among stations and error diagnosability in single-station to diagnostic error source, confirming the type, location, and number of sensor with a heuristic back-propagation algorithm. But the algorithm do not take fault characteristic into account in the process of sensor arrangement. 
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Avoided building the causal models between sensor and fault with complex formula, graphs theory is used for optimizing sensor placement because of the compactly [34] , comparing with truth-table, decision-tables and finite state model [35] . Wu [1, 34] raise a sensor layout method based on the quantized fuzzy graph used for the fault diagnose in manufacturing system, as shown in figure 3 , In which building the causal models between sensor and faul based on the quantized fuzzy graph, setting the projection of various sensors and fault characteristic as unilateral value with analytic hierarchy process, then taking the minimum price of sensors and fault unobservable as the optimization goal, adopting the mixed integer linear programming model and greedy algorithm to optimize sensor layout. But the author does not indicate the impact of sensors and fault characteristic on the steady of system.
IV. CHALLENGES AND OPPORTUNITIES
The monitoring accuracy of sensor network is affected by many factors; Many layout strategies has got certain effects which focus on the algorithm implementation, which, But the study involved the sensor and fault mechanism are still in its infancy, or not understood fully. To this end, the main opportunities and challenges in manufacturing and academic interest lie in but not least.
(1) In theory, the monitoring ability can be improved by optimizing the sensor layout, but how to integrate sensor deployment strategy into diagnostics architecture to develop a real prototyping, so as to implement the diagnostic/prognostic algorithms more effectively and adjust the sensor deployment accordingly,is also need to be further studied.
(2)Whether the single-objective layout strategy or multiobjective layout strategy, the heterogeneous properties of the sensor and fault (such as failure rate, severity, etc.) have different effects on the system stability. Although this data can be obtained by appropriate statistical methods, the current optimal sensor layout is rarely discussed.
(3) Graph theory, as a more concise and compact expression, has been successfully used to model the causeeffect relationship between system faults and sensor measurements in the chemical process. But for discrete manufacturing process, how to make it apply to the sensor location still needs to be further explored.
(4) Although distributed sensor system has great advantages during status monitoring, the current study of which only stay at the system level. It is also an enormous challenge that how to integrate sensor and fault characteristic into the distributed sensor system.
V. CONCLUSIONS AND DISCUSSION
Optimal sensor deployment is an important research issue for condition monitoring during during manufacture. A lot of studies has been carried out and many great advances have been obtained. Overall, key information concerning optimal sensor deployment during manufacture is summarized as follows:
(1) For single-objective optimal strategy, more studies define the optimization objective as the single price optimization of sensor network, because of the diversity of monitoring requirement in manufacturing process, it can hardly meet the actual demand.
(2) As a compact expression, graph theory can describe the causal relationship between the sensor and fault efficiently, especially considering the self-characteristic of sensor and fault.
(3) Compared with single-objective layout strategy, multiobjective layout strategy mainly concentrate on the multiposition system, only considering the homogeneous sensor, lacking study on the characteristic of heterogeneous sensor and fault.
